Library Notice: June 1, 2021

We are currently experiencing an issue accessing full text articles from EBSCO databases with the Search All and Find Articles searches from our homepage, and you may encounter an error.

It is still possible to access these articles remotely, using one of the options, below.

1. When possible, use an alternate database listed under View Online

   The first item is an EBSCO database but the other two resources will still allow you to access the full text content.

2. If your only options are EBSCO databases…
   a. Make a note of the article name and author (you’ll need this later).
   b. Note the database name (minus ‘EBSCOHost’) listed under View Online.

   For example, this would be just “Academic Search Complete”
   c. Go to the Databases tab on our homepage and either search for the database name or use the alphabet to find the right one.

You can also search directly from https://www.wpunj.edu/library/databases.html
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d. Open the correct database from the results

If you do not see the database you need, be sure that you’re not including EBSCOHost as part of the name and click ALL to see a full list of available databases.

e. Search for the article you need within the database to locate the full text!

If you are still unable to find the full text, please contact us for assistance.